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Abstract. Using 2008–2011 data from the five Time His-
tory of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
(THEMIS) spacecraft in Earth’s subsolar magnetosheath, we
study high-speed jets identified as intervals when the anti-
sunward component of the dynamic pressure in the subso-
lar magnetosheath exceeds half of its upstream solar wind
value. Based on our comprehensive data set of 2859 high-
speed jets, we obtain the following statistical results on jet
properties and favorable conditions: high-speed jets occur
predominantly downstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock,
i.e., when interplanetary magnetic field cone angles are low.
Apart from that, jet occurrence is only very weakly de-
pendent (if at all) on other upstream conditions or solar
wind variability. Typical durations and recurrence times of
high-speed jets are on the order of tens of seconds and
a few minutes, respectively. Relative to the ambient mag-
netosheath, high-speed jets exhibit higher speed, density
and magnetic field intensity, but lower and more isotropic
temperatures. They are almost always super-Alfvénic, often
even super-magnetosonic, and typically feature 6.5 times as
much dynamic pressure and twice as much total pressure
in anti-sunward direction as the surrounding plasma does.
Consequently, they are likely to have significant effects on
the magnetosphere and ionosphere if they impinge on the
magnetopause.
Keywords. Magnetospheric Physics (Magnetosheath; Solar
wind-magnetosphere interactions)
1 Introduction
Within the dayside, subsolar magnetosheath, the plasma dy-
namic pressure is in general much lower than in the pristine
solar wind. Occasionally, however, transient enhancements
of the dynamic pressure that stand out from the usual mag-
netosheath turbulence are observed. If these enhancements
are directed toward the magnetopause, their impact on the
magnetopause–magnetosphere–ionosphere system can be re-
markably strong (see, e.g., Shue et al., 2009; Amata et al.,
2011). Some enhancements may be caused by dynamic pres-
sure fluctuations embedded in the solar wind. In the absence
of such upstream causes, other generation mechanisms have
to be responsible. These mechanisms (i) can result in global
or localized dynamic pressure enhancements; (ii) can be re-
lated to certain steady upstream solar wind conditions or vari-
ations thereof; (iii) can act in the foreshock, at the bow shock,
or within the magnetosheath itself.
Lin et al. (1996a, b) modeled the interaction of the bow
shock with a rotational discontinuity in the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) using magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
and hybrid simulation codes. They found that when rota-
tional discontinuities pass the bow shock or interact with
back-streaming ions upstream of the bow shock (in the fore-
shock region; see also Omidi and Sibeck, 2007; Turner et al.,
2013), global-scale, transient enhancements in dynamic pres-
sure are produced. These enhancements feature increased
densities and boundary tangential flow velocities. Observa-
tional evidence of such enhancements has recently been pre-
sented by Archer et al. (2012) and Dmitriev and Suvorova
(2012).
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Savin et al. (2012) presented a study of the relationship
between magnetosheath plasma jets and hot flow anomalies
upstream of the bow shock (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2000). The
authors argue that hot flow anomalies (obstacles to the solar
wind flow) trigger high-speed jets (HSJs) locally to restore
solar wind flux balance (see also, Savin et al., 2004, 2008).
Because interactions of current sheets in the solar wind with
the bow shock are required for hot flow anomaly occurrence
(e.g., Schwartz et al., 2000; Omidi and Sibeck, 2007), the
work of Savin et al. (2012) again relates the appearance of
magnetosheath plasma jets to discontinuities in the IMF.
Another generation mechanism for localized high-speed
jets was introduced by Hietala et al. (2009, 2012), who
analyzed HSJ observations in the dayside magnetosheath
downstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock (steady, radial
IMF): previous studies suggest the quasi-parallel shock front
to be dynamically formed and reformed through the steep-
ening of large scale foreshock fluctuations (e.g., Schwartz
and Burgess, 1991; Lucek et al., 2008; Omidi et al., 2005;
Blanco-Cano et al., 2009). This process can be interpreted
to result in an uneven, rippled shock surface. Consequently,
Hietala et al. (2009, 2012) suggested that HSJs are formed
when the solar wind plasma passes through locally inclined
parts of such a rippled shock surface, undergoing below av-
erage deceleration and thermalization.
In all the studies mentioned above, reconnection could be
excluded as a driver for HSJs. In general, however, reconnec-
tion can generate exhaust jets near current sheets. These jets
are also local. Exhaust jets may be observed close to the mag-
netopause or within the magnetosheath at thin current sheets,
e.g., in regions of strong turbulence behind the quasi-parallel
bow shock as described in Retinò et al. (2007). Local, small-
scale magnetopause reconnection may also occur as a con-
sequence of HSJs impinging on the magnetopause (Hietala
et al., 2012).
The importance of high-speed jets actually stems from
their potential interaction with the magnetopause. Localized
HSJs with enhanced anti-sunward (i.e., negative geocentric
solar ecliptic x direction) velocity in the dayside/subsolar
magnetosheath that impinge on the magnetopause increase
the pressure on it and push it in, causing locally confined
indentations. The amplitudes of these indentations can be
remarkably large (on the order of an Earth radius) as ob-
servations by Shue et al. (2009) and Amata et al. (2011)
have shown. Effects on the magnetopause surface should
be particularly strong if the corresponding HSJs are super-
magnetosonic in the magnetosheath. In that case, secondary,
weak shocks form close to the boundary (Hietala et al.,
2009).
Magnetopause indentations are accompanied by lo-
cal disturbances of the Chapman–Ferraro current system
(e.g., Glassmeier and Heppner, 1992) that set up inner-
magnetospheric compressional waves and/or magnetopause
surface waves (e.g., Plaschke et al., 2009; Plaschke and
Glassmeier, 2011). Hietala et al. (2012) found that related
localized enhancements of ionospheric convection are most
likely driven by HSJs.
High-speed jets connect structures of their source regions
with the magnetopause. They provide “long-range correla-
tions between processes at the bow shock and at the mag-
netopause” (Savin et al., 2012), possibly enabling foreshock
waves and structures to affect the inner magnetosphere. In
summary, high-speed jets are a key element in the cou-
pling of processes upstream of the magnetopause with the
magnetosphere–ionosphere system.
In this paper, we focus specifically on HSJs in the subso-
lar magnetosheath that feature a major velocity component in
anti-sunward direction, i.e., that potentially impact the mag-
netopause and affect the magnetosphere/ionosphere system
beneath. Particular emphasis is put on identification of the
solar wind conditions favorable for HSJ generation and on
the comparison of properties of the solar wind, the HSJs, and
the plasma in the surrounding/typical magnetosheath.
In contrast to all the studies mentioned above, which are
basically case studies, we present a statistical study of HSJs
that complements the recently published work of Archer and
Horbury (2013). Archer and Horbury used a semi-automatic
detection method and focused on dynamic pressure enhance-
ment characteristics as a function of the relative importance
of density versus velocity. Their study was based on Time
History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Sub-
storms (THEMIS) data from one dayside season. We intro-
duce a method for completely algorithmic detection of HSJs
and apply it to 4 yr of THEMIS data. The method relies on
the comparison of solar wind and magnetosheath data rather
than on outlier detection with respect to running averages
(see, Archer and Horbury, 2013). Hence, it allows for de-
tection of not only isolated HSJs, but also series of HSJs and
longer, continuous intervals of increased magnetosheath dy-
namic pressure.
2 Data and HSJ selection
In this study, we used data from the five THEMIS spacecraft
(denoted as THA to THE, Angelopoulos, 2008) obtained for
2008 through 2011 (four years). We also used solar wind
data from the NASA OMNI high resolution data set (King
and Papitashvili, 2005). Solar wind conditions for a particu-
lar THEMIS data sample are given by averages of the OMNI
measurements for the preceding five minutes.
We automatically surveyed the THEMIS data for day-
side, subsolar magnetosheath intervals: time intervals were
pre-selected in which any THEMIS spacecraft was within a
30◦ wide, Sun-centered cone with tip at Earth (equivalent
to ±2 h of noon in the ecliptic plane) and between 7 and
18RE from Earth’s center. From these pre-selected intervals,
magnetosheath intervals were identified from THEMIS Elec-
trostatic Analyzer (ESA, McFadden et al., 2008) ion den-
sity measurements surpassing twice the corresponding solar
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wind ion density. Additionally, we required the energy flux
of 1 keV ions to be larger than that of 10 keV ions, ensur-
ing exclusion of inner-magnetospheric measurements (data
of ESA energy channels closest to but below 1 and 10 keV
were used).
Magnetosheath intervals were only selected for times at
which all quantities utilized in this study were available
(THEMIS ESA ion velocity, ion density, and temperature
moments; ESA ion energy flux and Fluxgate Magnetometer
(FGM) (Auster et al., 2008) magnetic field measurements;
and OMNI magnetic field, ion velocity, ion density and
plasma beta data). Finally, we only kept intervals longer than
2 min. With these criteria, we obtain 2736.9 h of THEMIS
magnetosheath and OMNI solar wind data distributed among
6960 individual intervals (denoted as magnetosheath inter-
vals in this paper).
We selected high-speed jets observed during these in-
tervals that potentially impact the magnetopause, i.e., that
feature substantial dynamic pressure in the anti-sunward
direction:
pd,x = ρv2x, (1)
where ρ is the ion mass density (assuming protons only) and
vx the ion velocity in the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) x di-
rection. The following selection criteria (illustrated in Fig. 1)
were used:
1. Within a HSJ, the dynamic pressure in GSE x direction
pd,msh,x shall exceed half the solar wind dynamic pres-
sure pd,sw (Fig. 1e: black line surpassing blue line).
This criterion prevents selection of HSJs resulting only
from solar wind dynamic pressure increases. The time
of the maximum pressure ratio between the magne-
tosheath (MSH) and the solar wind (SW) is denoted
by t0. The HSJ interval (between the long dashed lines
in the figure) is then given by the times around t0 where
pd,msh,x > 0.25pd,sw (black line surpassing the green
line in Fig. 1e).
2. One-minute-long intervals before and after the HSJ in-
tervals are called pre-HSJ and post-HSJ intervals (de-
limited by dotted and long dashed lines in the fig-
ure), respectively. All three intervals (pre-HSJ, HSJ,
and post-HSJ) must lie within a magnetosheath data
interval.
3. The ion velocity in GSE x direction (vmsh,x) shall be
negative throughout the HSJ intervals (blue line in
Fig. 1b between vertical long dashed lines). This en-
sures that only HSJs directed toward the magnetopause
are counted.
4. Within both pre- and post-HSJ intervals, vmsh,x >
vmsh,x(t0)/2 shall be observed (blue line in Fig. 1b
above the horizontal dash-dotted line). This criterion
Fig. 1. A high-speed jet observed by THC on 2 July 2008 illus-
trating the selection criteria. From top to bottom, (panels a to e):
magnetic and ion velocity measurements in GSE, ion density, ion
energy flux density, and dynamic pressures. (c) shows THC mag-
netosheath (MSH) measurements in black, and the corresponding
OMNI solar wind (SW) ion densities (nsw and 2nsw) are shown in
red and blue, respectively. (e) depicts GSE x component dynamic
pressure (pd,msh,x ) at THC in black; corresponding solar wind data
(pd,sw, pd,sw/2, and pd,sw/4) are shown in red, blue, and green.
ensures that the HSJs are truly jets, featuring anti-
sunward velocity enhancements confined to the re-
spective HSJ intervals, and not simply density en-
hancements within a steady flow.
These criteria yield a total of 2859 HSJs. In the following
sections, we present and discuss statistical results of mag-
netosheath, HSJ, pre-HSJ, and solar wind data. High-speed
jet data belong to samples denoted by t0. Pre-HSJ values are
median values of those samples from the respective pre-HSJ
intervals for which pd,msh,x < 0.25pd,sw holds. Solar wind
conditions for a certain HSJ are given by the average of the
available OMNI data samples from the five-minute interval
preceding t0 (see above).
3 Results
The projected locations of the THEMIS spacecraft while in
the magnetosheath, according to our selection criteria, are
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Fig. 2. Coverage of magnetosheath intervals (red), projected onto
the GSE x-y plane. THEMIS positions at times t0 (HSJs) are
marked with blue crosses.
displayed in Fig. 2 in red. Locations at which high-speed
jets were observed are depicted by blue crosses. As can be
seen, the spatial distribution of the magnetosheath and cor-
responding HSJ measurements is subject to an orbital bias;
most HSJs are observed close to the apogees of the three in-
ner THEMIS spacecraft THA, THD, and THE.
This orbital bias can be more clearly seen in Fig. 3. We cal-
culated the distances of the THEMIS spacecraft to a model
magnetopause (by Shue et al., 1998) and a model bow shock
(by Merka et al., 2005) along lines radially connecting the
center of the Earth with the spacecraft. Figure 3 shows dis-
tributions of the relative (i.e., normalized) positions of the
spacecraft on these lines with respect to the model magne-
topause and bow shock boundaries. The distribution depicted
in red pertains to all magnetosheath (MSH) intervals (refer-
ence distribution), the blue distribution to the HSJ observa-
tions only. OMNI solar wind conditions were used as input
parameters for the models.
Due to orbital bias, the reference distribution maximizes
closer to the magnetopause than to the bow shock. We find
13 % of the magnetosheath data to be outside the model
boundaries, and mainly inside the model magnetopause. The
HSJ distribution maximizes closer to the magnetosheath cen-
ter. Here, 7.1 % of the HSJs are outside the model mag-
netosheath, with 4.8 % inside the model magnetopause and
2.3 % outside the model bow shock. Normalizing the HSJ
by the reference distribution, we obtain the distribution de-
picted in black in Fig. 3, which clearly indicates that HSJs
are much more frequent closer to the bow shock than to the
magnetopause.
Temporal and spatial scales of the selected HSJs are shown
in Fig. 4. Panel a depicts the distribution of HSJ interval
lengths (between long dashed lines in Fig. 1). Although a
few tens of seconds can be regarded as typical, HSJs with
increased dynamic pressure towards the magnetopause can
last up to a few minutes. The distribution maximizes around
Fig. 3. Distributions of normalized radial distances of all magne-
tosheath (MSH) observations (red, reference) and HSJ observations
(blue) between model magnetopause and bow shock (models by
Shue et al., 1998; Merka et al., 2005). The HSJ observation distri-
bution normalized by the reference distribution is shown in black.
a median value of 29 s, in excellent agreement with observa-
tions by Savin et al. (2008) and Archer and Horbury (2013).
Integrating the velocity vmsh,x over the HSJ intervals
yields the distribution shown in panel b. This distribution
depicts the range of HSJ spatial lengths in the GSE x di-
rection. The range and median (∼ 4000km) of that distribu-
tion correspond well with findings by Archer et al. (2012)
and Karlsson et al. (2012); the latter reported typical scale
sizes of magnetosheath density enhancements in the 0.1 to
10RE range. As expected, a clear correlation exists between
HSJ temporal and spatial length scales (correlation coeffi-
cient: 0.91). It should be noted that the temporal and spa-
tial length scales are dependent on the choice of the dynamic
pressure ratio threshold level defining the HSJ intervals (we
used pd,msh,x/pd,sw > 0.25 as selection criterion). In addi-
tion, the accuracy of the spatial scale estimates depends on
how well the jet structures (dynamic pressure enhancements)
follow the plasma bulk flow. If they propagate slower/faster
than the bulk velocity, then HSJ spatial scales will be over-
/underestimated by the integral of vmsh,x .
The last panel, c, shows HSJ recurrence time, the distri-
bution of interval lengths between any two subsequent HSJs
within a common magnetosheath interval. The distribution
covers three orders of magnitude, with inter-HSJ times rang-
ing from 6 to 8765 s (median: 140 s). A distinct time of re-
currence is not apparent.
Main properties of the solar wind and magnetosheath plas-
mas during sheath intervals and pre-HSJ intervals, and at HSJ
t0 times are shown in Fig. 5. This figure depicts distribu-
tions of the GSE x direction dynamic pressure pd,x and neg-
ative ion velocity −vx (top two rows), ion density n (third
row), and modulus of the magnetic field |B| (bottom row).
The left column presents OMNI solar wind data (red for all
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Fig. 4. Scale lengths of HSJs: distributions of (a) temporal lengths of HSJ intervals, (b) spatial lengths in GSE x direction given by the
integral of vmsh,x over the HSJ interval, and (c) recurrence time, i.e., time between any two subsequent HSJs within a common magnetosheath
interval.
magnetosheath intervals, blue for HSJ t0 times). The middle
column is based on THEMIS magnetosheath data (blue: HSJ
t0 times, green: corresponding pre-HSJ interval data). In the
right column, ratios of solar wind to magnetosheath data are
shown (red: all sheath intervals, blue: HSJ t0 times, green:
pre-HSJ intervals). Black dotted lines depict the distributions
of ratios of pre-HSJ to HSJ t0 values. The median values of
the ratio distributions are shown in Table 1.
As can be seen in the left column of Fig. 5, distributions
of solar wind data belonging to HSJ times (in blue) are simi-
lar to the reference distributions in red. Dynamic pressures
seem to be slightly enhanced during HSJ times (panel a).
The median values of the dynamic pressure distributions are
1.54 nPa (reference) and 1.82 nPa (HSJs). The dynamic pres-
sure is a combined quantity of velocity and density: compar-
ison of HSJ and reference distributions in panels d and g of
Fig. 5 yields that HSJ occurrence is enhanced for higher solar
wind velocities vsw and lower densities nsw. The shift in HSJ
nsw distribution indicates that increased dynamic pressure
is not important in HSJ generation. Otherwise, higher solar
wind densities would also be associated with increased HSJ
occurrence. Medians of reference (and HSJ) distributions of
ion velocity and density in the solar wind are 357 km s−1
(400 km s−1) and 6.81 cm−3 (5.84 cm−3), respectively. Dis-
tributions of |Bsw| shown in panel j are extremely similar.
Hence, HSJ occurrence does not appear to be dependent on
that quantity.
As shown in the middle column of Fig. 5, the differences
between magnetosheath HSJ plasma parameters and plasma
conditions outside the jets (pre-HSJ intervals) can be much
larger. Panel e shows the pre-HSJ and HSJ t0 distributions
of the anti-sunward ion velocity (−vmsh,x). Velocities under
100 km s−1 are typical in the subsolar sheath. Within HSJs,
however, much higher velocities (mostly above 100 km s−1,
and up to several hundred km s−1) are observed. This result
is related to the HSJ selection criterion that requires high dy-
namic pressure ratios pd,msh,x/pd,sw. Consequently, distribu-
tions of HSJ and pre-HSJ magnetosheath dynamic pressures
(panel b) differ by almost an order of magnitude.
Further analysis of the pre-HSJ and HSJ velocity vectors
indicates that the HSJs are deflected towards the Earth–Sun
Table 1. Median values of ratio distributions shown in Fig. 5 (pan-
els c, f, i, and l).
pd,x −vx n |B|
SW / MSH 18.1 8.36 0.24 0.18
SW / HSJ 1.23 2.71 0.16 0.22
SW / pre-HSJ 7.17 5.86 0.22 0.24
pre-HSJ / HSJ 0.15 0.46 0.74 0.91
line in comparison to the pre-HSJ data (not shown). The an-
gles between velocity vectors and the GSE x direction are
only about half as large for HSJs as for pre-HSJ intervals. The
median of the angle ratio distribution is 0.57. Although such
deflections are in agreement with observations by Karlsson
et al. (2012) and Hietala et al. (2012), in this study they also
must be attributed to HSJ selection. The median deflection
angle between pre-HSJ and HSJ velocities is 28.6◦.
As depicted in Fig. 5h and k, slightly higher densities and
magnetic fields are also found within the HSJs than in pre-
HSJ values, but these changes are not as significant as the
changes in velocity. Thus, the selected HSJs are truly jets
and not simply density enhancements within an otherwise
unaltered magnetosheath plasma flow.
The ratios of solar wind / magnetosheath dynamic pres-
sures (Fig. 5c) are also closely related to HSJ and pre-HSJ
selection criteria. High-speed jets are required to have pres-
sure ratios of less than 2; pre-HSJ values are taken only from
samples for which pressure ratios over 4 are observed. These
criteria explain the sharp cut-off values of the blue and green
distributions in Fig. 5c. The close relationship between dy-
namic pressure and velocity behavior is also reflected in the
ratio distributions of both quantities (the similarity between
panels c and f of Fig. 5).
Similarities between panels i and l of that figure are also
apparent. The distributions of pre-HSJ to HSJ values (dot-
ted lines) maximize close to but below 1, in agreement with
higher densities and magnetic fields within the HSJs than
within the surrounding plasma (on average). Higher densities
are observed in 89.5 % of the 2859 HSJs. Hence, our criteria
favor the selection of these higher density exhibiting HSJs
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Fig. 5. Distributions of solar wind (SW) and magnetosheath (MSH) data for all sheath intervals, HSJs, and pre-HSJ times, as well as ratio
distributions. Rows (top to bottom) correspond to GSE x direction dynamic pressure (pd,x) and ion velocity (−vx ), ion density (n), and
modulus of the magnetic field (|B|) measurements. Left column: distributions of OMNI solar wind data corresponding to HSJ t0 times (blue)
as well as to all times for which magnetosheath measurements are available (red). Middle column: distributions of THEMIS sheath data
corresponding to HSJ t0 times (blue) as well as to pre-HSJ times (green). Right column: ratios of OMNI and THEMIS data: for all selected
sheath intervals (red); for HSJ t0 times (blue); and for pre-HSJ intervals (green). Ratios of pre-HSJ to HSJ data are depicted by dotted black
lines.
even more than does the method used by Archer and Horbury
(2013), who found that only 82 % of their pressure enhance-
ments featured higher densities. Increases and decreases in
HSJ magnetic field are more balanced: though a majority of
HSJs (61 %) feature a magnetic field increase with respect to
the surrounding plasma, a significant fraction (39 %) exhibit
a field reduction.
Increases in density and velocity within HSJs agree with
most previous observations (e.g., Archer et al., 2012; Amata
et al., 2011; Savin et al., 2008). In our study, the increase
in velocity clearly dominates the behavior in dynamic pres-
sure, justifying the designation of the dynamic pressure
enhancements as jets. This contrasts, for instance, with re-
sults by Savin et al. (2008) who found kinetic energy density
enhancements to be usually density dominated, thus corre-
sponding more to “plasma compressions moving at enhanced
magnetosheath speeds”.
Distributions of Alfvén and magnetosonic Mach num-
bers are depicted in Fig. 6. Only GSE x component veloc-
ity measurements were used in the computations. Hence,
Mach numbers correspond only to the plasma velocity in the
anti-sunward direction, toward the magnetopause in the sub-
solar magnetosheath.
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Fig. 6. Distributions of solar wind (SW) and magnetosheath (MSH)
data for all sheath intervals, HSJs, and pre-HSJ times: rows (top
and bottom) correspond to Alfvén and magnetosonic Mach numbers
computed from GSE x direction ion velocity moments only. Left
column: distributions of OMNI solar wind data corresponding to all
times for which magnetosheath measurements are available (red), as
well as solar wind data corresponding to HSJ t0 times only (blue).
Right column: distributions of THEMIS sheath data corresponding
to HSJ t0 times (blue) as well as to pre-HSJ intervals (green).
Panels a and c show that the HSJ distributions (blue) are
quite similar to the reference solar wind distributions (red).
This holds in particular for the Alfvén Mach number distribu-
tions. The median Alfvén and magnetosonic Mach numbers
of the distributions depicted in these panels are: 10.0 and 5.6
(solar wind reference), as well as 10.0 and 5.9 (solar wind
at HSJ t0 times). Large differences between HSJ and pre-
HSJ interval data are observed in the magnetosheath (pan-
els b and d): Mach numbers within the HSJs are significantly
enhanced. In the GSE x direction, pre-HSJ magnetosonic
Mach numbers are always below 1, whereas 14.2 % of the
2859 HSJs exhibit super-magnetosonic anti-sunward flows.
Super-Alfvénic speeds in the GSE x direction are seen during
36.6 % of the pre-HSJ intervals. At HSJ t0 times, this num-
ber increases to 98.1 %. Hence, almost all HSJs are super-
Alfvénic in the anti-sunward direction alone.
Figure 7 addresses the effect of solar wind variability on
HSJ occurrence. As stated above, solar wind parameters cor-
responding to HSJ t0 times are averages of OMNI measure-
ments from the 5 min preceding t0. We also computed the
distribution of maximum angular deviations between any two
IMF entries in the OMNI solar wind data set within these 5-
min intervals (if the OMNI data were available without data
gaps). This distribution is depicted in blue in Fig. 7a. The
Fig. 7. Distributions of maximum variations in (a) the angle of the
IMF, (b) the strength of the IMF, (c) the solar wind (SW) density,
and (d) the solar wind velocity for all magnetosheath intervals (red)
and for intervals preceding HSJ t0 times (blue).
median value is only 16◦, i.e., the IMF changed less than 16◦
in direction before half of the HSJs. Hence, large deflections
in IMF do not seem to be associated with a majority of HSJs
(see also Archer and Horbury, 2013). The distribution de-
picted in red in the same panel shows the angular variability
for all samples of the magnetosheath intervals. This distri-
bution is a reference distribution of IMF variability. The red
and blue distributions almost coincide, allowing us to further
infer that IMF variability does not control the occurrence of
a significant fraction of HSJs.
The other three panels of Fig. 7 show general solar wind
(red) and HSJ (blue) distributions of the variability of IMF
strength |Bsw| (panel b), solar wind density nsw (panel c),
and solar wind velocity |vsw| (panel d). These distributions
were computed in a manner similar to that for the distribu-
tions shown in panel a. As can be seen, red and blue distribu-
tions agree very well in each of the panels. Hence, variability
in the respective quantities does not seem to (strongly) con-
trol HSJ occurrence in the magnetosheath, either. At best, a
slight preference for lower/higher variability in solar wind
density/velocity is perceptible (panels c and d).
Our results show that neither the solar wind Mach num-
bers nor the density, velocity, and magnetic field strength,
nor the variability in these solar wind quantities seem to be
strongly controlling the occurrence of HSJs in the subsolar
magnetosheath. The only parameter with a major influence
on their appearance is the IMF cone angle, i.e., the angle of
the IMF to the Earth–Sun line. Distributions of this quantity
are depicted in Fig. 8; when comparing a reference distri-
bution of cone angles (shown in red) with the distribution
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Fig. 8. Distributions of IMF cone angles for HSJ t0 times (blue)
as well as for intervals of magnetosheath measurement availability
(red). The ratio of the former and latter distributions (normalized
HSJ IMF cone angle distribution) is shown in black.
at HSJ t0 times (in blue), we find that HSJs in the subso-
lar magnetosheath generally correspond to lower cone an-
gles (< 45◦: 1842 out of 2859 HSJs, 64.4 %). Radial IMF
is a favorable solar wind condition in agreement with, e.g.,
Hietala et al. (2009), Hietala et al. (2012), and Archer and
Horbury (2013). In particular, the normalized distribution of
HSJ cone angles (black) shows a clear tendency of HSJs to
occur at lower (< 45◦) cone angles. Hence, high-speed jets
occur much more often behind the quasi-parallel bow shock,
which suggests a causal relationship of HSJ occurrence to the
presence of the quasi-parallel bow shock or the foreshock re-
gion upstream.
The last two Figs., 9 and 10, show a comparison between
the temperature and pressure characteristics of HSJs and the
surrounding plasma in the magnetosheath. Panel a of Fig. 9
depicts distributions of the quotients of the magnetosheath
ion temperatures perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic
field (Tperp/Tpara), in general (red, reference distribution),
during pre-HSJ intervals (green), and at HSJ t0 times (blue).
We can see that Tperp is usually enhanced over Tpara. In and
around HSJs, however, both temperatures are more simi-
lar (isotropic), as the corresponding distributions maximize
around 1 (see also observations by Savin et al., 2008; Amata
et al., 2011; Archer et al., 2012).
The second panel, b, of Fig. 9 shows the distributions of
pre-HSJ to HSJ t0 temperature ratios. They are shifted to-
ward values higher than 1. Hence, temperatures within HSJs
are typically diminished with respect to the magnetosheath
plasma surrounding them (Savin et al., 2008; Archer et al.,
2012). The difference is larger for Tperp, accounting for the
temperature being even more isotropic within HSJs than
outside. Higher Tperp and Tpara within HSJs (ratios below
1) are observed for 12.2 % and 19.3 % of the 2859 HSJs,
respectively.
Fig. 9. Upper panel (a): distributions of perpendicular over par-
allel ion temperatures (Tperp/Tpara) of all selected magnetosheath
(MSH) times (red), magnetosheath samples measured during low
IMF cone angle conditions (< 30◦; dotted black), pre-HSJ intervals
(green), and HSJ t0 times (blue). Lower panel (b): pre-HSJ over
HSJ distributions of Tperp (solid line) and Tpara (dotted line).
Finally, Fig. 10 shows pressure ratios between pre-HSJ
and HSJ magnetosheath measurements. Ratio distributions
of the dynamic pressure in the GSE x direction (pd,msh,x ;
dotted line), the magnetic pressure (pmag,msh; dashed line),
the thermal pressure (pth,msh; dash-dotted line), and the sum
of these pressures (ptot,msh,x ; solid line) are depicted. We can
see that the total pressure distribution maximizes at around
0.5. Hence, the pressure of the HSJ plasma acting toward the
magnetopause is about twice as large as in the surrounding
plasma. This increase in pressure is based on the large dif-
ference in dynamic pressure, the median of the correspond-
ing ratio distribution (dotted line) being 0.15. Hence, pre-
HSJ and HSJ pd,msh,x typically differ by a factor close to
6.5. The magnetic pressure pmag,msh increases slightly inside
the HSJs (median pre-HSJ to HSJ ratio: 0.83), in agreement
with results shown in Fig. 5k. The median ratio of pre-HSJ
to HSJ thermal pressures (pth,msh) is 0.86, comparable to the
result for pmag,msh, although the distribution of pth,msh ra-
tios is much more concentrated around that value. Increases
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Fig. 10. Distributions of pre-HSJ over HSJ magnetosheath pressure
ratios of the dynamic pressure in the GSE x direction (pd,msh,x ;
dotted line), the magnetic pressure (pmag,msh; dashed line), the
thermal pressure (pth,msh; dash-dotted line), and the sum of the
above pressures (ptot,msh,x ; solid line).
in density within the HSJs (Fig. 5h) are partially offset by
decreases in temperature, as shown in Fig. 9b.
4 Discussion
As shown in the previous section, increased levels of solar
wind variability do not seem to be associated with the major-
ity of HSJs (see Fig. 7). As a result, the interaction of promi-
nent rotational discontinuities with the bow shock (see Lin
et al., 1996a, b) or the existence of hot flow anomalies (Savin
et al., 2012) cannot be responsible for the typical HSJs in our
database. However, our criteria for HSJ selection are also ex-
pected to exclude jets generated by interaction of rotational
discontinuities with the bow shock, as they produce dynamic
pressure pulses with enhancements in the boundary tangen-
tial velocity components perpendicular to vx in the subsolar
magnetosheath (Lin et al., 1996a, b).
Furthermore, almost all HSJs are super-Alfvénic, even
when only taking into account vmsh,x (see Fig. 6b). This re-
sult suggests that reconnection can also be excluded as major
driving mechanism of HSJs. Otherwise, typical reconnection
outflow jet speeds on the order of the Alfvén velocity (less, if
only taking into account the velocity component in GSE x di-
rection) would be expected (Priest and Forbes, 2000). In any
case, the selection criteria would only allow for reconnec-
tion within the magnetosheath (e.g., at thin current sheets,
Retinò et al., 2007) to contribute to the HSJ database, as
reconnection jets at the subsolar magnetopause would have
major boundary tangential velocity components and not a
major component in the GSE x direction. The scale sizes
of thin current sheet reconnection jets (∼ 1 s and ∼ 100 km,
Retinò et al., 2007), however, seem to be at least one order of
magnitude too small compared with the typical HSJs in our
data set (see Fig. 4).
The only solar wind parameter we find to control HSJ
occurrence is the IMF cone angle (Fig. 8). Low IMF cone
angles clearly favor HSJ generation in the subsolar magne-
tosheath. Hence, HSJs are far more often observed behind
the quasi-parallel bow shock, in agreement with results from,
e.g., Neˇmecˇek et al. (1998), Hietala et al. (2009, 2012), and
Archer and Horbury (2013). This result is consistent with
HSJ generation via bow shock ripples (Hietala et al., 2009),
as enhanced instability and major undulations are expected
features of the quasi-parallel bow shock (e.g., Burgess et al.,
2005). Large scale undulations (ripples) enable the passage
of less thermalized, high-speed solar wind plasma into the
magnetosheath at locations of higher bow shock inclination.
Furthermore, as shown in the previous section, HSJ occur-
rence is enhanced in the outer magnetosheath, closer to the
bow shock than to the magnetopause (Fig. 3). Hence, we can
infer that HSJ generation should take place close to the bow
shock, at the bow shock, or in the foreshock region upstream.
As can be seen in Fig. 9a, ion temperatures in the HSJs and
surrounding plasma are much more isotropic than usual in
the magnetosheath (Tperp/Tpara close to 1). In general, Tperp
dominates Tpara in the sheath, as indicated by the red line
in that panel (e.g., Crooker et al., 1976; Czaykowska et al.,
2001). However, behind the quasi-parallel bow shock, tem-
peratures are also known to be more isotropic (e.g., Ellacott
and Wilkinson, 2007). This is also confirmed by our set of
sheath measurements: samples pertaining to low IMF cone
angle conditions (< 30◦) yield the distribution depicted by a
dotted black line in Fig. 9a. This distribution is more sim-
ilar to the pre-HSJ distribution (green line) than to the ref-
erence distribution of all magnetosheath samples (red line).
Hence, the difference between pre-HSJ or HSJ and general
magnetosheath temperature ratio distributions, and the sim-
ilarity between pre-HSJ and HSJ distributions can at least
partly be explained by most HSJs being observed behind
the quasi-parallel bow shock. The same applies to the small
differences between reference and HSJ distributions of so-
lar wind velocity, density, and magnetosonic Mach number,
shown in Figs. 5d, 5g, and 6c. When using only low IMF
cone angle interval data, the reference distributions basically
coincide with the HSJ distributions (not shown).
Moreover, the fact that the plasma within the HSJs has
lower temperatures (Fig. 9b) than pre-HSJ plasma is also
consistent with the bow shock ripple jet generation mecha-
nism. Plasma passing through the locally inclined and, thus,
weaker part of a shock (ripple) should be less thermalized.
Observations of lower, more isotropic temperatures within
HSJs agree with a series of previous studies, e.g., by Savin
et al. (2008), Amata et al. (2011), Hietala et al. (2012), and
Archer et al. (2012).
Our results, however, do not constitute hard evidence for
high-speed jet generation via bow shock ripples. Other mech-
anisms related to the dayside, quasi-parallel bow shock or the
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foreshock region upstream, present under stable low cone
angle IMF conditions, may be equally consistent with our
observations.
There are also indications that not all HSJs could have
been generated by bow shock ripples. A non-negligible frac-
tion of HSJs actually feature higher temperatures than the
surrounding magnetosheath plasma. Furthermore, not all
HSJs were observed during low IMF cone angle intervals.
A significant fraction of the HSJs (35.6 %) were observed
under higher IMF cone angle conditions (> 45◦).
Interestingly, long intervals of low IMF cone angle con-
ditions do not guarantee observations of HSJs by individ-
ual spacecraft present in the subsolar magnetosheath. Out
of all the sheath data obtained by the five THEMIS space-
craft during the 4 yr surveyed, we identified 22 intervals over
1 h in duration in which the IMF cone angle (5-min OMNI
data averages, see above) stayed below 30◦. Some of these
time intervals are counted multiple times because more than
one THEMIS spacecraft was in the subsolar magnetosheath
(THA: 6 intervals, THB: 2 intervals, THC: 4 intervals, THD
and THE: 5 intervals each). The 5 intervals pertaining to
THD and the 5 intervals pertaining to THE overlap in time; 4
of those also (partially) coincide with 4 THA intervals. The
start times of these 4 time intervals and the counts of HSJ
observations by the three spacecraft are listed in Table 2.
Let us now take a closer look at these time intervals. Dur-
ing intervals 1, 3, and 4 (numbers according to the first col-
umn in Table 2), either THD and THE observed HSJs while
THA did not, or THA observed HSJs while THD and THE
did not. Hence, while one spacecraft may not observe HSJs,
other spacecraft present in the subsolar sheath at the same
time but at a different location might do so. We can conclude
that the localized nature of the HSJs may prevent individual
spacecraft from registering them even during longer intervals
under conditions that are very favorable for HSJ occurrence.
Consequently, Fig. 4c depicts the distribution of inter-HSJ
times as observed by individual spacecraft at a given posi-
tion. It does not show the occurrence rate of HSJs everywhere
in the magnetosheath.
In our study, we focus on HSJs that potentially impact the
magnetopause and affect the magnetosphere/ionosphere sys-
tem beneath. Hence, the high dynamic pressure in the GSE
x direction (compared to solar wind conditions) is a major
criterion for our selection of HSJs in the subsolar magne-
tosheath. The total pressure in that direction accounts for
the standoff distance of the magnetopause from Earth. Dy-
namic pressure of the solar wind is converted into thermal
and magnetic pressures at the bow shock and within the mag-
netosheath. Those act against the magnetospheric magnetic
field at the magnetopause, across which pressure balance is
maintained. As shown in Fig. 10, the relative importance of
the different partial pressures changes dramatically within
the HSJs with respect to the sheath plasma outside. Thermal
and magnetic pressures are somewhat increased (on average)
within HSJs (pre-HSJ to HSJ median ratios of around 0.85).
Table 2. Interval start times corresponding to magnetosheath data
intervals of THA, THD, and THE with durations over one hour in
which the IMF cone angle stayed below 30◦. Counts of HSJ obser-
vations by the respective spacecraft during these intervals are listed
in the right three columns.
interval # start times THA THD THE
1 2009-11-04 18:23 2 0 0
2 2010-10-13 16:31 8 10 10
3 2010-11-06 16:49 0 4 3
4 2010-11-07 17:25 0 4 8
The dynamic pressure, however, increases dramatically (me-
dian ratio of 0.15), leading to a doubling of total pressure in
the GSE x direction.
These large increases in pressure within HSJ are ex-
pected to cause large indentations of the magnetopause on
impact, as observed by Shue et al. (2009), Amata et al.
(2011), and Hietala et al. (2012). Localization of the jets
leads to local perturbations, not to global motion of the
magnetopause boundary. The effect of boundary deforma-
tion is enhanced for stronger HSJs, which may even fea-
ture super-magnetosonic speeds in the GSE x direction as
shown in Fig. 6d (see also Savin et al., 2012; Hietala et al.,
2009). Jet plasma moving toward the magnetopause at super-
magnetosonic speeds must be decelerated ahead of the mag-
netopause, implying the presence of a shock for the HSJ
plasma (weak secondary shock, see Hietala et al., 2009).
In concluding this section, we discuss some of the further
consequences that may arise from the high-speed jets’ inter-
action with the magnetopause: localized magnetopause in-
dentations imply local disturbances of the Chapman–Ferraro
current, as described in Glassmeier and Heppner (1992).
These disturbance currents may either be closed via field-
perpendicular currents within the magnetosphere, i.e., gener-
ation of compressional waves, or via field-aligned currents at
the magnetopause. Plaschke and Glassmeier (2011) showed
that magnetopause surface waves may be generated by im-
pinging HSJs. In particular, standing magnetopause surface
waves (or Kruskal–Schwarzschild modes) may be created, as
local disturbances of the Chapman–Ferraro current and cor-
responding field-aligned closing currents constitute part of
the surface wave current system.
Furthermore, ionospheric effects of HSJs were reported,
e.g., by Hietala et al. (2012), who identified enhanced local-
ized and short-lived convection flow channels in the dayside
polar ionosphere during an interval of HSJ occurrence using
Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) radar and
ground magnetometer measurements. The ionospheric flow
enhancements had several properties in common with iono-
spheric traveling convection vortices and the related mag-
netic impulse events (Kataoka et al., 2001, 2003).
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In general, the consequences of HSJs can be manifold and
are far from being fully understood. Hence, further assess-
ment of the geoeffectiveness of magnetosheath high-speed
jets in a comprehensive manner is highly desirable.
5 Summary and conclusions
We present a statistical study of high-speed jets in the mag-
netosheath; this is the first study to focus specifically on jets
in the subsolar sheath, which feature a major GSE x compo-
nent in dynamic pressure with respect to solar wind condi-
tions. Hence, the selected HSJs are directed toward and po-
tentially impact the magnetopause. Furthermore, they do not
result from solar wind dynamic pressure increases. The aim
of the study is to determine which conditions are favorable
for geoeffective HSJ formation and the properties of these
jets in the magnetosheath. These are our main findings:
1. High-speed jet occurrence is controlled by IMF cone
angle. Radial IMF (low cone angles) favors the gener-
ation of HSJs in the subsolar magnetosheath. Further-
more, jets are observed relatively more often closer to
the bow shock than to the magnetopause. Hence, we
conclude that most of the selected jets are related to the
presence of the quasi-parallel bow shock or the fore-
shock region upstream, consistent with the bow shock
ripple based generation mechanism (Hietala et al.,
2009). However, our results do not constitute direct
evidence in favor of this mechanism; clearly further
studies are needed. An analysis comparing the statis-
tical data set introduced here with MHD model cal-
culations of a rippled bow shock is presented in the
follow-up study by Hietala and Plaschke (2013).
2. There are also minor dependencies of HSJ occurrence
on other solar wind quantities: HSJs tend to be associ-
ated with slightly higher solar wind velocities, slightly
enhanced magnetosonic Mach numbers, and slightly
lower densities, though these trends are themselves re-
lated to low IMF cone angle conditions.
3. We found variations in solar wind parameters to have
very little influence on HSJ occurrence. This result
contrasts with numerous previous studies that point
to IMF variations (rotational discontinuities, hot flow
anomalies) as causes for HSJ formation (e.g., Lin et al.,
1996a, b; Archer et al., 2012; Savin et al., 2012). Fluc-
tuation levels in IMF direction and strength, solar wind
density, and velocity before HSJ t0 times are almost
unchanged in comparison with reference levels.
4. Within the high-speed jets, temperatures are gener-
ally found to be lower and more isotropic than in
the surrounding or typical magnetosheath plasmas.
This is also consistent with bow shock ripples being
responsible for HSJ formation, and agrees with previ-
ous observations (e.g., Savin et al., 2008; Archer et al.,
2012).
5. Additional characteristics of the HSJs are largely in-
creased velocity in the GSE x direction, correspond-
ing dynamic pressure, and Mach numbers (in part due
to selection criteria), as well as increased density and
magnetic field strength.
6. HSJs are almost always super-Alfvénic (98 %), even
though only their velocity component in the anti-
sunward direction is taken into account. They are
also partially super-magnetosonic (14 %), implying the
presence of a second shock in the magnetosheath,
closer to the magnetopause.
7. We find HSJs to be localized: temporal scales of a few
tens of seconds (median: 29 s) correspond with spa-
tial scales in the GSE x direction on the order of an
Earth radius (median: ∼ 4000 km). These results are
comparable to previous observations. Scale sizes and
super-Alfvénic speeds of the HSJs suggest that recon-
nection cannot be a major generation mechanism of
the observed jets.
8. Single spacecraft HSJ observation recurrence times
are found to be on the order of a few minutes (me-
dian: 140 s). However, even under favorable (low IMF
cone angle) conditions, one spacecraft may not see any
HSJs in prolonged magnetosheath intervals, although
other spacecraft simultaneously present in the sheath
may. Thus, we infer that HSJs are also localized in flow
perpendicular dimensions.
9. The HSJ total pressure in the anti-sunward direction
(toward the magnetopause) is enhanced by a factor
of 2, on average, due to large increases in dynamic
pressure. Hence, the HSJs are expected to produce
(large amplitude, but localized) magnetopause inden-
tations, which are believed to result in magnetospheric
compressional waves, magnetopause surface waves
(Plaschke and Glassmeier, 2011), and/or ionospheric
flow enhancements (Hietala et al., 2012).
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